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ABOUT THE COVER

The cover photo symbolizes the spirit of victory that prevailed at Yorktown 200 years ago when the Union Jack was hauled down, signaling the defeat and capitulation of the British and the certainty of American independence. The article beginning on page 2 reveals the important role that logistics played in that decisive victory. (Cover photo by Ted Spiegel)
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Coming in the November-December issue —

Cities Under Siege — admonishes the mineral-dependent industrialized nations — the "cities" of the world — to recognize the potential logistics threat posed by the mineral-rich developing nations.

Village Concept of Combat Service Support — tells of the advantages that can accrue to combat service support units operating from European towns and villages in wartime.

Resupply for Combat — explains how the 29th Area Support Group expects to sustain USAREUR's combat power by rapid resupply from the reserve storage activities.